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The famed utterance 
S uperq al i fragilisti Cr 
expialidoctousfj was. 
no rtiatch for a 13- 
ISyear-old Peiifrsylvffii 
nia gM who typed it 
' into. Jier cell phi||§in 
a mere 15-seconcfs, 
wiiming her $25,000, 
according 'to  CNN. 
com.
Competing in the 
LG National Texting 
Championship, Mor­
gan Pozgar, actually 
battled against 200 
others wifh” lightning 
thumbs.”
The girl says she 
plans $9 go shopping 
i f  or clothe.;
On a monthly ba- 
'sisSphe said she sends 
over 8,000 text mesr 
pages' to family and 
frieritiffT According • t<5 
the Web site.
Want to buy a 
Mammoth skel­
eton? It’s up for 
sale
Christie’S  auction 
houffilfts; selling three 
prehistoric spedine«, ; 
including a  10,000- 
year-old rhino skel­
eton apd a 12.5 foot 
high mammoth skel­
eton, nicknamed, The : 
President,’■ according 
to CNN.com.
In addition, -a mete­
orite and an unhatched: 
dinosaur egg, possibly 
millions of years old, 
are also on the auction 
block.
Some scientists, how­
ever, say the sale robsfc 
museums of genuine 
artifacts.
About 20 Students gather in the Decker Quadrangle on Sunday for a ffrayer vigil in memory of the 33 victims of the 
shootings at Virginia Tech University on April 16. In the foreground, wooden crosses bear the names of these victims.
Photo by Denton Hird/Staff
Students, staff react to shootings
D\/ I/ a w im  CBy Kevin i mill
News Editor
Olivet students . grieve 
Mfictims of the Virginia Tech 
P^hootingion April 16,-i^lch 
left 33 people’ dead, and 
Public Safety evaluate* crises 
response procedures.
As news spread that 
gunman, Cho Seung-Hui, had 
Hgtot 32 victims in a dormitory 
and an engineering building at 
Virginia Tech, Olivet senior 
and Richmond, Va. native Eric 
Paul feared for a. close friend 
named Jonathan who attends! 
th&school.
“I- remember leaving my 
theology class when I first 
heard the news. I had to read 
it for niyseffe he said. * 4  
also needed to call Jonathan. 
Luckily, I ||a s  able to get in 
contact with him.’^ V
Paul says his friend knew 
some of the victims ?and that 
news of the tragedy left him in 
a “zombie like state for a few 
hours.”
Paul’s home church held a 
funeral for one of the victims. 
More than 1,000 mourners 
attended the ceremony.
Another Richmond, Va.
native, senior John Reed, 
hd^feels horrible about 
the event that took place, yet 
is thankful for the support of 
many univet^ybS;
“I am -overwhelmed at 
the amount of support that 
has come from all acro|f the? 
nation, from every college 
campus, and I think that fes  a 
li&ge tpstament to the ability of 
colleges to comb together and 
«support one'another,®Reed 
said.
Initially, Reed wanted 
to attend Virginia Tech after 
learning of their renowned 
engineering program. After 
high schooiBhe planned to 
majorih computer engineering, 
but eventually changed • his 
major and came to Olivet.
Living so close to the 
site of the carnage has been* 
difficult for both students 
to tolerate, but they say that 
Virginians are coping. Maroon 
and orange ribbons, which 
portray the school’s colors, are 
beginning items in the state 
where people are showing 
their “solidarity and prayer,” 
according to Paul.
“From what I’ve heard
from family and friends, I 
think Virginians are feeling 
th^same as the nation,’gReed 
Mid. «Mourning over such 
a senseleSs-rioss of fife and 
prayjpg that nothing like it 
will happen again.B|
Olivet Director of Public 
. Safety Craig Bishop said that 
all schoolB can learn from 
the tragedy^ no matter their 
iâiïé or lftation, by making 
improvements in 4toveral 
aspects of campus life.
: ; “All campus environments 
can be impacted by disasters. 
... We must continuously 
work together to identify our 
weaknesses, -strengths, our 
resources and the best manner 
to maximize our efforts to 
prevent disasters,” he said.
Bishop say?* Olivet 
continues to enhance its 
emergency . resources to 
prepared for crisis situations.
“The ability to improve 
exists as we seek to improve 
technology resources,
communication, training, drills 
and more drills. Like any team, 
practice makes you better,” he 
said.
While no major campus
emergencies have been 
declared *|jh Bishop’s four- 
*year tenure, he did say that 
a bomb threat was called 
into the university in 2005. 
Charges were filed, according 
to Bishop.
In the shooting’s aftermath, 
both Reed and Paul encourage 
students to pray and remember 
the victims, including the 
Shooter. Paul says students 
should remember to pray for 
the gunman’s family.
“I think we need to 
remember Cho’s parents in 
our prayers. The weight that 
they must be feeling right now 
must be devastating. We pray 
that they are given peace and 
a free from a sense of guilt,” 
he said.
By praying and offering 
support, schools and churches 
across the nation can make a 
major impact in the recovery 
of the shooting, Reed said.
“We must never lose sight 
of the fact that God can use a 
small group of people to make 
a big difference.”
Drama program sees growth, progress
Participation increases, productions sell out
A&E, PAGES 5-6
Text-messaging 
wins girl $25,000
If ?
FORMER STUDENT GOES PRO
Zobrist becomes Major League starter
Sports, PAGE 9
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Students respond to Uganda crisis
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The GlimmerGlass is the 
official newspaper of the 
Associated Students of 
Olivet Nazarene University 
and a member of the Illinois 
College Press Association. 
The opinions expressed in 
the GlimmerGlass are those 
of each writer and are not 
necessarily held by the As­
sociated Students Council, 
faculty, administration or 
students of Olivet Nazarene 
University.
LETTER SUBM ISSION  
The GlimmerGlass encour­
ages readers to respond 
through letters to the editor. 
For publication, letters must 
be signed and sent to 
GlimmerGlass, Box 6024. 
The editor reserves the right 
to edit letters for content, 
style, and length. Publi­
cation is not guaranteed. 
Further inquiries may be 
addressed by calling the 
GlimmerGlass office • at 
campus extension 5315. •.
By Luke Smith
News writer
This Saturday evening, 
at least 250 Olivet students 
will sleep in the parking lot 
at Soldier Field in Chicago 
to help raise awareness, of 
child -soldiers in Northern 
Uganda, an event sponsored 
by the Invisible Children-? 
organization.
Called “Displace Me,” 
the event has already gained 
thousands of participants 
nationwide at each of the 15 
cities hosting the event. As of 
Wednesday, over 4,300 people 
had Signed up to participate 
in Chicago, ■ according the 
Invisible Children Web; site. 
They will try to replicate the 
IDP cam p|| which serve as 
shelters to 1.5 million Northern 
Uganda refugees*^
Horrific conditions 
within the ^amps make 
alcoholism, ■ sexual • abuse, 
the 'lack of education and 
sexually transmitted diseases,., 
such as HIV and AIDS, all 
frighteningly common.
The U.N. World Food 
Program |§, able to supply a 
very limited amount of food 
ajid clean water tp the camps, 
and this|survival struggle will 
be factored into the weekend. 
Each participant is asked to 
bring a bottle of water and a 
box of saltine crackers, which 
will all be collected at thé 
beginning of the evening, and. 
then redistributed throughout 
the weekend. Participants 
will also-make a shack from 
cardboard to sleep much 
like the children of Northern
Uganda are forced to, according 
to Invisible Children.
The Invisible Children 
organization raises money to 
offer education to the children 
of Northern Uganda. Jason 
Russell, Bobby Bailey and- 
Laren Poole, were three college 
students from San Diego 
who started the organization. 
In 2003« they traveled .to 
Uganda to see what they could 
document With a video camera 
to tell the Country's story.
The • war has been 
long enough, that close - to 
two generations of the Acholi v 
society has been entirely 
demolished by. this war led 
by the Lord’s Resistance 
Army (LRA), which is led by 
warlord, Joseph Kony.
“Displace Me” is 
the second major Invisible 
Children event. Last April, 
approximately. 200 Olivet 
students, participated in the 
Global Night Commute 
(GNC) along with 2,000 
others in downtown Chicago's« 
Grant Park. It was designed to 
raise awareness of the walk 
that many Ugandan children 
have to make every night i|to  
the cities,- ju || to being 
abducted by the LRA.irt had 
more than 58,000 people 
taking part m l 30 cities acfosjs 
seven countries! making It an 
international event.
Senior Class President 
Angie Beauvais participated 
in last year’s- GNC* and will 
be sleeping in Chicago this 
year Mee again. She thinks 
the experience brings huge 
insight from participants and
Bible Study & Prayer Meeting at 
Kankakee First Churddlof the Nazarene
Wednesdays - 7:00pm - Rooms 101-102
Contact Earl Morgan, 933-8216 
earl-m@sbcglobal.het
Sunday School & Worship Services - 9:00am &-10:30am. 
Evening Service - 6:00pm
Im gH
Better Ingredients. 
Better Pizza.
932-4800
ONU CAMPUS SPECIAL 
Large .14” Pizza 
with-Your Favorite Topping 
& Two 20-oz. Cokes
only $9.99!
Delivery to ONU Campus (My 
Limited time offer. Not void with 
other offers. Customer pays tax
195 N, Kennedy Dr.
(next to Perry Farai} ’
Daily Specials
H o u r s
Mon-T hu 
Fri & Sat 
Sunday
11:00 AM 
11:00 AM 
Noon
- Midnight 
:-1:0OAM 
I  Midnight
TIGER SPECIAL 
Extra Large16" Pizza 
w/Your Favorite Topping 
only $9 .9 9 !
Add Your favorite Sides - Breadsticks, 
Cheesesfcks, Chickensirips, Ctnnapie 
Dessert and 2-Bters for a great price! 
Delivery to ONU Campus Only 
Lim ited time offer. Not valid with
■m
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observers. •
. “Not only is this 
a humbling reminder to 
participants?! but also a strong 
message to others,” Beauvais 
said.
Getting the word 
out to local media, and even 
politicians has been the biggest 
challenge for event ^ ganizers J  
so last Saturdays about 40 
people m et. in  Chicago to 
promote the upcoming 
experience. Olivet freshman J  
Joanna Perry, participated 
’T ?know HI’m not actually 
going 'fo Uganda, but 
one step closer than I was,” 
she said. “A lot of the reason 
I feel l i L  gtrongly about this 
is because! it’s bringing a lot. 
of community into our World 
- we’re reallyfcliirsty for 
community ... I feel like we’re 
all part of the same purpose.”-».
Each oftjie participants^ 
5s asked to wear a shirt with a 
large red ‘X’ across the front to 
show unity.
“It was kind of challenging 
because I have a hard time 
confronting strangers. We got 
some weird looks walking
around with red Xs.on Our 
shirts,”-Perry said.
Like Perry, Beauvais 
is passionate about responding 
to this?:Ctjip|K’i
T:-;‘T tp  powerful to 
I’See people from all different 
races,: religions, .and beliefs 
come together and .say that 
what’s happening in Uganda 
is unacceptable, and that 
something must be done about 
iff’ she said.
While Beauvais sees 
this j | | |  more than g  social 
event, she Stflssed that illfsf 
also an important opportunity 
for people to increase the 
knowledge of this oppression.
. “It’s so easy" fog us 
to forget about the plights 
of; others. Like our parents 
always said, you have to walk 
in their shoes to know how they 
feel. While giving up oqg daily 
• comforts for one night will 
hardly give us a glimpseof the 
horror others have to face their 
entire lives, ~ it’s extremely 
important that we are able to. 
develop a sense of compassion 
for these Situations,?lshe said.
CREATIVE 
DESIGNS
H a ir  S o lo n /
scount
Ê
387 S. Main . . ., Across from
Bourbonnais, IL 60914 the olivet Campus 
933-2843
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Commencement arrives, seniors move on
By Emily Dindoffer
Variety Writer
Soon seniors at Olivet 
will have to trade, in their 
sweatpants for suits.
Graduation has been 
on the minds of seniors since 
they hrst:stepped on campus; 
howeyer^as. Mayf 5, 2007 
approache||feelings of anxiety 
and excitement are taking over. 
Winding down their college 
career means ^ seniors have big 
decisions to make:
Commencement plans 
continue to unfold. Saturday, 
April 2 8 k i||s  off die week with 
the Commehcement Concert 
featuring the Olivet orchestra. 
Social work, and nuirsing 
pinning ceremonies, Phi Delta 
Lambda induction ceremony 
and the BaCcalauréate Service . 
Rvill - be held on M^y 4. 
Commencement Convocation ■ 
will be held May.5 on the Milby . 
Mid-Campus Esplanade.
Dr. Leslie^ Parrott, 
president of ONU from 1975 
to 1991, will be thé keynote 
speaker for the undergraduate 
ceremony. Dr. Bowling will 
_ serve as the keynote speaker
u It's very intimidating. 
Now I have to be a ca­
reer woman, not a col­
lege student."
»-MICHELLE BATEMAN
for the graduate ceremony, 
with student . speakers 
James Chappell and Marie 
Newsome.
Mary - 
A n d e r s o n ,
D i r e c t o r  
||>f Career 
S e r v i c e s ,
Said  that she 
notices a rush 
of seniors 
into her office 
about this 
time every 
year.
As seniors prepare for 
graduation they.^hare the stress! 
of papers, tests and projects! 
buf as they fiehve ONU for 
the last time as a student they 
will all go in their Separate 
directions.
• Ever 'since freshman 
.year of high Ighool when 
Julie Monroe dissected a fetal 
pig she knew that her dream 
was to become a doctor. The 
senior’s dream became reality 
when she accepted to 
St. Louiis University gfdiool 
of Medicijie, one of her top 
choices.
It may seem that 
everything is falling into 
place for Monroe’s ' future, 
but as graduation is quickly 
approaching
her nerves 
are taking 
over.
H e r  
b i g g e s t  
concern is 
the high cost 
of school. It 
cost$46,000ji 
plus, living 
expenses per year.
rv.lft freak out when 
I think of all my student loans 
from Olivet and medical 
school. I just tell myself I have' 
four more years till I have to 
grow up and pay them back,’*  
she said.,
Monroe, who wants 
to specialize in pediatrics, puts; 
thé fear of moneys aside to 
enjoy her upcoming future. 
She has already Sound an 
apartment and a roommate, 
.which takps away possible 
stress. Her school is also only 
30 minu.tes from her home,.sq| 
she is uble to see her family-
Slum Min Insurance and
Financial Services
m  M
Don’t Let Graduation Wean the End to Your 
Health insurance
Ym hm  worked Hard for your diploma. So don't let an 
unnecessary gap In health insurance set you hack financially. 
Whether you’re mi longer eligible for your parents' health plan, 
finishing a student health plan, or waiting for coverage through a 
new employer, Short Term Medical Insurance Is the answer.
Next day coverage is  available.
Don't take chances with your future. Cali us today'
Shambltn insurance and Financial Services 
4 Duncan Dr. Suite A 
Bourbonnate, IL 80914 
1815) 838-7183
and friends when she needs a 
break.
"I’m so proud of 
myself;* I have worked my 
hardest to get into medical 
school and am excited to 
finally start,” Monroe said.
Michelle Bateman, 
a senior at Olivet is starting . 
her first real job just one week 
after graduation.
Bateman, who
interned with Merchandise 
Mart Inc. last summer*
has secured a job with the 
downtown Chicago company 
as a Marketing Program
Coordinator.
“I received this 
job, because I did my best in 
Whatever they asked me to do.
I tried to prove to them that I 
deserved to work there. It must 
have worked,” Bateman said.
There were
qualified she looked for in 
a company and after she 
interned with them .she knew 
it was the perfect place to start 
her career.
M g ^K ^B T t’s ■- very -
intimidating. Now I have to be 
a career woman, not a college 
studenif’ she said. '“I don’t 
think I’m really ready, but I’m
going, and I’m going to give it 
all I’ve got.”
After spending
college away from parents, 
it is often hard to go home 
after graduation. Senior Joey 
Lochner gets to experience 
this first hand.
When Lochner
leaves Olivet he will go back 
to his hometown, Marion, 
Ind. without a job. He plans to 
spend his summer living at his 
parent’s house while looking 
for jobs.
“I am not sure 
what I want to do, gofijg home 
allows for me to have a place 
to live for free while looking 
for a job,” Lochner said.
In his hometown^ 
Lochner has many connections 
and hopes to find a job. As a 
criminal justice major he is 
thinking about joining the 
sheriff’s department, but just 
wants to enjoy the summer 
before having to decide if that 
career path is for him.
-  “Right now I’m 
not thinking about getting a 
job; I just want to enjoy being 
a college student. I will use 
the summer for that,” Lochner 
said. .
Resident Asisstants
2007-08
Male Selections^;;
Chapman Hall: Jeff Alexander, Jeff Lamping, Josh Woods, 
Dan Page, Jared Koch, Mike Young, John Keating,
Nesbitt Hall: Juan Alfaro, Jordan Kramer, Kyle Steinke, Chris 
Eleiott, Lincoln Butler, Peter Foster, Paul Adams 
Hills Hall: Jon Heald, Austin Senior, Richard Sterk, Matt 
Ryba, Bradley Luchene, Stephen Berry, Patrick Cole 
Bresee/Grand: Mike Flick, Kyle McDonald 
Grand 255/285/287: Michael Dahlberg, Tyler Decker 
Gibson/Howe: Rory Fry, Mark Bell, Luke Mingus 
Olde Oak (Honors-539/579): Drew Benson, Dan Rodriguez 
Olde Oak (Qualified-469/489): Alex Rodriguez, Kenn Knisley
Female Selections?-^
Williams Hall: Whitney Rothney, Joy Dierickx, Samantha 
Allen, Brittney Denhart, Betzie Yeck, Amanda Siems, Sara 
Waniz, Kalyn Klontz
Parrott Hall: Ally§ä.Deyoung, Elizabeth Lumpkin, Patricia 
Podguski, Megan Prather, Crystal Sivilay; Thea Warren, Ashley 
• Williams
McClain Hall: Andrea Board, Kaitlin Cook, Britney Reddick, 
Elizabeth Bernhardt, Jennifer Ooten, Melanie Crump, Rachel 
Medley
Grand 301-303-305: Hilary Ward, Lauren Trojanowski 
Grand 401-403-405; Brook Soulia, Emily Lewis, Kristin 
Memenga
Grand 413-415-437-439: Charlotte More, Becky Bard, Rachel 
Olson, JeSsica Brooks
Grand 441-443-445: Jessie Mendez, Kelsi Jones, Megan 
Lamping
University Place (Qualified): Laura Maiolo, Melissa Kohler, 
Kasie White
University Place (Honors): Leigh Sullan, Rachel Smith 
Olde Oak: Emily James, Marcy Vogan, Megan Wallace
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Chicago prepares for 2016 Olympic bid
By Rachel Green
Variety writer
' Every four years a 
bright flame is lit in Olympia, 
Greece to journey across cities, 
countries, and even continents 
to reach its destination at the 
Olympic Games.
The Olympic Torch 
could very well be visiting 
Chicago. , for the 2016 
Olympics.
* According to the 
United States Olympic 
Committee (USOC), Chicago 
was recently chosen to be the 
United States Applicant City. 
Chicago beat out Los Angeles 
and will now compete against 
international • cities such as 
Tokyo, Japan or Rome, Italy, 
to receive the final bid to host 
the 2016 Summer Olympics,
If the 2004 Games 
in Athens, - Greece are any 
indication of what the Olympics 
will be like, Chicago could be 
a temporary home to thousands 
of international spectators. 
According to the Official Site 
of the Olympic Movement, 
over 201 National Olympic^ 
¿Committees participated in the 
2004 games.
If picked, Chicago' 
will gain the opportunity to 
showcase itself to a worldwide 
audience. Junior Dorie V6yles, 
of La Grange, 111., believes 
Chicago is ready to take on 
the challenge of hosting the 
Games.
“We are definitely a 
city that can be used and the 
community of Chicago would 
be good with it.||Voyles .«aid, 
i?‘I think if anything it will draw 
people here and give Chicago
more talk in the news.”
Although Chicago 
plans to use the lakefrontu 
parks and neighborhoods! at 
its fingertips, the crowds could 
move into the Surrounding 
Chicagoland areas.
The Chicago 2016 
Bid Committee’s • plait j 
includes turning the area 
south of McCormick Place 
into the Olympic* Village and 
Washington Park becoming 
the Olympic Stadium to 
host the opening and closing 
ceremonies and track and field 
events,
Jon Krenek mentioned 
Olivet in his latest Daily 
Journal article concerning the 
impact the Olympics could 
have on Bourbonnais.
“Training camp 
facilities for the Chicago Bears 
at Olivet Nazarene University 
in Bourbonnais could rate a 
look by Olympic officials,” he 
wrote.
Even though Doug 
Perry, Vice President; for 
Finance, does not think Olivet 
could accommodatesomething 
of .this magnitude, it would be 
hard not to let the Olympics 
affect the campus. Students 
visit Chicago frequently 
throughout the semester and 
an event such as the Olympics 
would-draw a large amount of 
the student body downtown.
Chicago has to wait 
until October 2009 j p hen 
the International . Olympic 
Committee will  ^make their 
final decision to find out if 
they indeed wilt host the 
2016 Olympics* Until then 
it i | |  just a waiting game.
The proposed Olympic Stadium would beHocated in Washington Park and would host the 
opening and closing ceremonies, in addition to track andJield.The 80,000 seat temporary sta­
dium would be converted into a 5,000-seat venue. Photoxourtesy of The Chicago 2016 Bid 
Committee.
The Olympic Village would sit south of McCormick Placb and allow 88 percent of the athletes 
to be 15 minutes away from their competition Sites. Photo courtesy of The Chicago 2016 
Bid Committee^;'; ;; m ; | ¡1 H j1 k 1 H I ’ ■ 11 , ia S iB M m
Student internship programs organized, centralized
By Emily Dindoffer
Variety writer
Some Olivet students 
spehd 240 hours working as 
an intern in order to graduate. 
Others may never see the 
inside of an office building 
before they graduate.
A new committee on 
campus has been formed to 
centralize intern programs on 
Olivet’s campus as a whole.
The Committee of 
Applied Learning Experiences, 
organized by Dr. Gary Streitl 
Dean of Academic Affairs, 
aims improve how Olivet 
handles internships.; The 
committee, which is fcomprised 
of five professors, is lead 
by Dr. Jay Martinson, the 
communications department 
chair.
- This past fall the 
committee distributed
questionnaires to all ONU
department chairs requesting 
their individual departmental 
i n v o l v e m e n t  
in internships, 
service learning 
und additional 
applied learning 
experiences.
“There is a 
lot of discrepancy 
between. . each
d e p a r t m e n t  ’ s 
i n t e r n s h i p  
p r o g r a m s , ”
Martinson said. ?“Before the 
committee could evaluate how 
things should be we needed to 
know what’s going on in each 
department”™
The survey told 
committee members that there 
are 16 departments that offer 
internships and six departments 
that Offered service-learning 
experiences.
The committee was
able to outline six weaknesses 
with Olivet’s current internship
"Internships are critical. Almost 
everyone has a college degree 
now. Experience is what makes 
you stand out."
»-DR. JAY MARTINSON
. system from the questionnaire. 
The main weaknesses are that 
there is la  great discrepancy 
in regard to requirements, 
policies and training between 
departments. There are 
also .Students who need 
service . leaming/intemships 
experiences, but do not know 
where to go to get information. 
This . leads to students 
representing Olivet with little
or no specific training in 
professional behavior.
This spring the 
committee was able to 
take these weaknesses 
and create a proposal for 
Fran Reed, Dean of the 
School of Professional 
Studies.
The proposal was 
to centralize internship 
and service learning 
efforts within the 
current structure of the 
Center for Student Success.
“Our committee met 
with Beth Olney and Mary 
Anderson, the directors of the. 
Center for Student Success, 
and we learned that our goals 
were in complete harmony 
with their own visions jfor the 
kinds of services that the center 
would offers Martinson said.
The proposal also 
calls for a person whose job is
to work in this office and look 
for internship opportunities 
and gain contacts. Thejpvould 
also be Olivet’s liaison to the 
organizations students; work 
with, creating an organized 
jystem for all departments as 
well as. helplitudents prepare 
and complete their internship.
Th^f; committee is 
optimistic about their proposal 
and has worked hard to 
deliver a way to enhance 
internships • and service 
learning experiences at Olivet. 
Reed will now determine if 
Olivet can expand the Student 
Success Center’s budget to fit 
the needs of Olivet’s mtemship 
programs.
“Internships are 
critical. Almost everyone 
has a college degree now,” 
Martinson said. “Experience 
what makes you stand out.”
A&E
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W hat m ovie and restaurant should Josh review  
next? Let us know  at w w w .glim m erglass.olivet. 
edu.
G reen Room grow s, s e e s  p ro g ress
By Melody Kennell
A&E writer
Sewing costumes, for 
“West Side Story,” performing 
in 24-hour theatre and getting 
discount tickets to see a show 
in Chicago: opportunities like 
these abound for members of 
Green Room, Olivet’s theatre 
club.
In the past year, 
GreeMRoom membership has 
doubled and more activities 
have been added.
Green Room hosts 
a Variety of performances^ 
24-hour theatre^ Broadway 
Revue, a student-directed play, 
and Spoons for Forks. They 
also help out with the fall play, 
Spring musieal, and various 
Community events.
According to Green 
Room president, junior Hahnah 
Jackson, membership is open 
to anyone and everyone.
There are even some 
opportunities: for members 
to earn some cash with their, 
acting. Green Room staffs the 
annual Sleepy Hollow tjvent 
held at Perry Farms and each 
actor receives pay.
Going into this 
year, Jackson, had several 
goals including increasing 
membership, increasing 
awareness of Green Room on 
campus and reaching into the 
community more. Jackson 
believes She’s accomplished 
all these goals and is already 
setting more for next year.
As preside*# Jackson 
sought to . establish new 
'connections between Green 
Room and other departments. 
A strong connection already 
exists with the ' music 
d.epartment. Most of the 
-students in Green Room’s, 
“Broadway Revue” are music 
people,-shesaid.
Jackson * hopes; 
to get more participation 
from students in the Family 
and Consumer Sciences 
department^; as well Then- 
sewing Skills. Would be great _ 
for costuming and she believes 
it would be practical for,both 
departments.
Nextyear, Jackson will 
be president of Olivet^ film 
club and she hopes for more 
of a crossover between Green
Room and the film club.
.Green Room is a 
resource for the community* 
according to' Jackson. 
Connections with . the 
Kankakee County Museum 
were recently made and Green 
Room will be providing some 
of their Sunday lecture series. 
In return for regular work at 
the museum; Jackson said 
compensation is beitig put into 
Green Room’s treasury.
Hffilt gets actors off 
campus and in front of other 
audiences,” she said.
Green Room used 
to be a dub exclusively for 
actors, but now many of the 
members stay backstage.
When Jackson was 
first involved in Olivet’s 
drama program she found 
Professes^. Jerry Cohagan J |  
head of the drama department, 
building most of the sets 
himself. Since the®^-Jackson 
and other students have taken 
over backstage work, which 
allo\Vs Cohagan to fqcus on 
directing.
Assigning people to 
be in charge of costuming,
set building and coordinating 
made the productions better, 
Jackson said.
There are currently 
no requirements for Green 
Room members. Next year’s 
members may . be ' required, 
to participate in at least one 
event. Just hanging up posters 
would count, Jackson said.
Members are
encouraged to invite people to 
cast parties and other events.
Sometimes students 
built sets for their high school 
productions, but didn’t get 
involved in college. When, 
someone from Green Room 
brings them to work on a 
Show, they often remember 
how much they loved it and 
they want to be involved.
Green Room meets 
about once a .month .and 
Jackson sends out a weekly 
email to inform members of 
upcoming events and ways to 
get involved.
A major benefit to 
joining Green Room is access 
to discount theatre tickets. This 
year, Green Room took groups 
to Chicago to see “Pirate
Queen” and “Riverdance.”
Tickets are bought in 
bulk using the club’s funds, 
then sold to individuals with 
a few dollars knocked off for 
Green Room members.
Jackson believes that 
theatre, is important on college 
campuses because it helps 
with communication skills 
and builds strong friendships. 
Jackson emphasizes that 
theatre isn’t just about actors. 
She encourages more people, 
to get involved in behind-the- 
scenes work.
Jackson would like to 
see the club’s outreach grow 
more so people can know 
Olivet through Green Room.
She would also like 
to see more Green Room 
members actively participating 
in the club.
Even professors could 
be a part of Green Room, said 
Jackson.
' With a cemetery walk 
booked in October, as well 
as all the usual events, Green 
Room members can expect 
next year to bring even more 
exciting opportunities.
Theater department discusses possible new facility
By Melody Kennefl
A&E writer.
Jusras a student takes 
his seat at the piano to begin 
his sehior recital, a power 
saw can be heard roaring 
beneath the stage|ptudents in 
the basement are frantically 
building a set for an upcoming 
t>lay.
’ Scheduling the mdny 
music and theater* activities! 
Jh ; the university’s only 
performance space oncampu£§ 
gets tricky sometimes.
Scenarios like. this;
have the director of ONU’s 
theater department dreaming 
of a new theater on campus 
and univejpiity administrators 
keeping the project on then- 
radar.
Scheduling problems 
are becoming more common 
in the Kresge Auditorium as 
two key programs on campus 
continue to grow.
Dr. Don Reddick, head 
rof Olivet’s music department, 
says|jj$edi||ng Kresge is done 
. with a lot of prayer.
Kresge, a building
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only not in use a few nights 
out of the school year, i |s  
in ‘high demand for both 
music and theater students. 
Rehearsals, recital^ meetings 
and performances keep faculty 
and students juggling space 
and time.
A new theater on 
campus would give a growing 
number of theatre-Students a 
home and a College Olivet’s 
size could . easily support 
Smother venue, Jerry Cohagan, 
director of ONU’s theater 
program, said. .
“Just as chemists need 
a lab. and musicians need a 
piano and a place for recitals, 
theater students need a home,” 
Cohagan said. « ‘Right now 
we’re really nomads.”
Administrators have 
responded to Cohagan’s 
request for dedicated rehearsal 
Space for th&ater productions ' 
and classes, he Said.
Two years agp Fran 
Reed, the Dean of the School 
of Professional Studies, helped 
Cohagen- secure a classroom 
in the basement of Chapman 
HaiL
Between rehearsing 
for productions*! and classes, 
the space is used nearly every 
day during the school year, 
Cohagen said.
The space, while 
appreciated Cohagan said, is
not big enough for rehearsals 
of productions like “West Side 
Story” which included 35 
dancing cast members and a 
piano.
Cohagen’s dream: A 
black-box theater with seating 
• for 200 to 300 people. A black 
box theater is ideal because 
of its flexibility. Seats can be 
rearranged foj different kinds 
of productions. For a more 
intimate play such as this fall’s 
student-directed “Waiting for 
Godot,” the seating could be 
arranged in a circle with the 
'Stage in the middle.
Vice President for 
Finance Doug Perry said a 
new theater would probably 
cost $2 million. Perry said 
the project would go faster . 
if administrators could- find 
a building to convert into a 
theater instead of building 
from scratch.
Space for rehearsals 
isn’t the only issue music and 
theater faculty and students 
deal with. Simple building 
logistics also make sharing 
Kresge difficult.
The auditorium was 
built as a recital hall. Because 
of this, there is little room 
to store sets and curtain and 
backdrop use is very limited, 
Cohagan said.
Set ' building is 
complicated because sets
cannot be entirely assembled 
elsewhere and brought onto 
the stage. Instead they have 
to be partially assembled and 
then put completely together 
in the t<Vo weeks that Kresge 
is reserved for rehearsals prior 
to a show.
Hahnah Jackson, 
president of ONU’s drama 
club Green Room, recalls 
earlier in the. semester when 
two sets were being built in the 
basement at the same time.
Cohagan " would 
also love to see more classes 
added where theater students 
would always have access to a 
stage. Introduction to Actingfl 
Introduction to Directing, and 
Theater Topics are classes that?! 
would benefit from access to a 
stage. Cohagan believes that 
with the extra spate, students 
could explore the creation, ■> 
rehearsal, and performance of 
original works.
Perry said a new 
theater is on the radar but he is 
not sure when it will come to 
pass. There are other projects 
that need work as well, such as 
student housing and the new- 
chapel; said Perry.
“You can do theater in 
a garage if you’re passionate 
about it,” Cohagan said. “There 
are students here passionate 
enough to make it happen no 
matter what obstacles.’’
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Dinner and a movie
Josh reviews Armenise’s and the 
movie ‘Stranger than Fiction. ’
know someone while watching 
a movie. So the more you can 
make time to just talk with the 
person on the date, the better, 
Ok. You’restrolling in 
the park, .enjoying ice cream J  
•enjoying life'and you come 
across a projection screen 
or portable DVD player 
you’ve set up in the park. Oh 
man, you’re good. She’ll be 
impressed.^(*Note: this is 
all hypothetical. If you can’t 
swing something like this, 
open dorms works just as well.)
Now’ you need to 
have a solid movie choice. 
My choice for-the movie is 
»Stranger Than Fiction.", 
Will Ferrell, .stars alongside 
Emma Thompson, Dustin 
Hoffman, Maggie GyllenhaalJ 
and Queen Latifah in this 
star '.studded dramedy about 
waking up and living* life.
Harold Crick (Ferrell). 
: is a very ordinary man. He lives 
■his life the same way everyday. • 
He knows exactly how many 
steps it takes-to get to thtfebus. 
stop -¿for work-, and knows- 
meticulously the time it takes to 
do any task he has throughout 
the day. Until one day he starts 
hearing a voice narrate has life.
Sure living a narrated 
life might be a little annoying, 
and men it te llS p « ?;;aLittle 
did he know that this simple 
seemingly |phocuous act 
would result in hfs imminent 
death.” This is where Harold’sl 
life takes a turn fbr the >yorse. 
Not only does he have a 
voice narrating his life, buff 
now it justBtold him that 
he’s inevitably going ra die.
Harold seeks out the 
help of literary profeS&or Dr. 
Jules Hilbert (Hoffman) and 
They begin to work through the 
process of finding out what’s 
going on with Harold.
This is one of the best 
movies I’ve seen in a long time. 
It is wonderfully written and, 
while not typical Ferrell humor, 
a funny and thought provoking 
film perfect for watching 
with - a ' special, someone.
A&E columnist
Fellas, • ladies- and 
fellow Olivetians, the end of 
the year is approaching. It all* 
comes down to-this. All of the 
nervous small talk, Googling" 
“How to ask someone out,”1 
and the Facebook poking has 
brought you herewith only a 
couple of weeks left in th is  
school year. There’s only 
a few weeks, left for love.
For starters, there’s a 
lovely little restaurant called 
Armenise’s Eighteen 75. Just to 
give yoa an idea of how fancy 
this place is, they actually 
spelled out the first half of 
»875 with letters. Classy. The 
wait staff is top notch,- they, 
are very polite and make sure 
you’re taken care of, and the 
atmosphere is authentic! Still* 
don’t feel like you have to 
dress up in a tuxedo to eat there
Armenise’s Ipplocated 
between Best Buy and Cracker 
Barrel in front of the mall oih 
IL-50. Armenise’sis  primarily 
Italian. However, they have an 
excellent non-Italian portion of 
their menu. Another heads up,, 
the food is good and plentiful. 
At reasonable prices yoifl 
can get stuffed comfortably.
Like I’ve ^tressed 
earlier, the clock is running 
out and you’ve got to run your 
best play. Fear not. l|ye done 
; my best to draw up a flawless 
play to ensure you a victorious 
evening. Put on your dress, 
socks, it’s business time.
The weather is finally 
ptarting to show some signs o f . 
not being awful, so maybe after 
dinner, get some ice cream and 
take a stroll in the park. It can 
be pretty difficult to get to
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Olivet's drama program is growing. Here students enact a scene from "The Cfpcible.'||
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ONU students get dramatic
By Melody Kennell
A&E writer
’ Landing a part in 
Olivet’s fall play,. “The 
Crucible” may not seem like 
a huge aceompfishnient until 
you realize more than 130 
people auditMied for only 20 
parts.
In one of the fastest 
growing, departments on 
campus^ Olivet’s theatre 
program has exploded in the 
last five years.
While enrollment in 
the program has grown, the 
Riterefet of. non-theatrl^ majors’ ^ 
in productions on campus, 
and more than 100 students 
in a student- drama club has 
¡¿hanged everything from the 
amohht of unity in the,$howl 
to the Way sets are built^i
. When Jerry Cohagan, 
i head of the theatre department J  
came to Olivet in 2002 there, 
were about fivp' students! 
majoring |m^ommunicatid»B 
with a- theatre concentration. 
This year nearly 20 students 
havg a theatre minor or 
concentration.
However, the dozens 
of students Who try out each 
year for a production come 
from a wide range of majors.. 
And this year, memberships ■
Green Room, Olivet’s student 
drama club, doubled- from 50 
at the beginning of the year 
to nearly 100 members this8 
Ifpring.
The theatre department 
has learned to work together 
more. as a community, 
especially through Green 
Room, said the club’s president, 
junior Hahnah^^p>on.^
While the growing 
program has Cohagan and 
administrators thinking of 
longterm goals like a new 
theatre and a summer tour with 
students, 'he is also making 
immediate plans and goals for 
next year.
Because ' pvery
performance of this,' year’s, 
major productiofjti? - “The 
Crucible,” “WesL S ide s l r y , ’|  
and “Waiting For Godot” sold 
oug®x|fceaf’s fall play will be 
performed, over two weekends, 
including homecoming
weekend.
Cohagan would love to - 
offer season tickets to Olivel l i  
performances.' as well as 
offering im>re shows.-He alsb ■ 
hopes to someday offer seniors 
with theatre concentration! a 
chance to give recitals much 
like senior musieltudents.
One ‘ of Cohagan’s
most ambitiouég dreams is, 
jpomeday taking a show and 
touring it off campus during 
the summer.
Cohagan ' seeks 
to continue attracting the 
community to O livetti 
productions.
p l l t V  a ■ great 
commercial for Olivet,” he 
said.
In the past f^Sw- 
years, advanced ticket, sale|§ 
have increased; Community, 
members usually purchase 
advahcedrickets and students! 
usually buy their tickets at thé 
door. Even so, this resulted in 
some |students€ being turned 
away. However^ Cohagan 
said turning people âwaj^ii a 
wonderful problem to hâve.
When prospective 
Students visit Cohagd|| 
with an interest in theatrek 
he emphasizes that theatre 
is a great gift off God to 
Communicate to others.
Cohagan often
reminds his students^ ofa the 
impact perfoffhmg arts has 
had ort eVcÿy culture.
“Theatre is a great»- 
place to learn about ourselvëki 
Cohagan saidlrWe can change 
who we are by experiences we 
have there.”
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End of semester brings stress
By Tracey Wangler
Spiritual Life writer
Crunch time is here. Stu­
dent^ are under the pressure of 
finals? Some can find them­
selves sleep deprived or cry­
ing for no reason. The last few 
Weeks of class mean tests, pa­
pers and usually at least one 
group project.
The stress can become ÉÉ 
pnuch« according to Abigail 
;Mitchel, a master’s levelJ |j|  
tern for the Counseling De­
partment.
A new group on campusy 
^concerned for students Bsjlth 
stress has been‘added by Oliv­
et’s Counseling services.
The group is one of at least 
five new groups out of the 
Counseling offici to help stu­
dents With academic stress-.* 
More group-oriented than 
seminars, * thè dailyjheetings 
are called “Stress-Buster Sem-1 
inars.” These seminars tackle 
ways tO‘beat test anxiety and 
other stressors.’
In addition, Olivet’s coun-É 
seling department is trying* 
to start a  jVariety of groups to • 
helpfetudentSi who feel like 
they have no one to talk to or 
don’t  know how to deal with 
the streffjjp
Som e^nools like GoVéw 
ipxfP StduP University^fGSU) 
have adapted special programs
to meet the needs of students 
who bomb tests, Mitchel said 
In the GSU. programs, a stu-w 
d.ent would go to counseling 
center and meet With someone 
Bvho would assess their needs, 
and if it was deemed appropri­
ate that student would receive 
Special help.
For example;- at GSU a stu­
dent would never have to take 
a test during the Scheduled 
fclasptime; rather they would 
be allowed ts$ take the test in 
a room alone at a designated 
time so as to relieve test pres-1 
Sure. In addition, they may be 
given extensions on papers.
Many emthe standard testing 
and. class procedures are dif­
ficult forborne students with 
Stress problems,,
For some, problems with 
¡testing come frbiih. needing to 
finish a test in a limited time. 
For otheiH concentrating in a 
room full of people is nearly 
impossible •
There are other more obvi­
ous things that Contribute to 
test/acadeimc: stres£^ Students 
lhat include smoking and un­
healthy eating hablt|| makesjj 
' academic‘succe^growWorsea 
Mitchel said. In additionJ 
students ■ Can be dealing With- 
eagng disorders, substances 
abuse! loW self-esteeth and de­
pression. ManJ|studentfidon’t
have the resources to deal with 
such issues, Mitchel said.
“I believe that the poor life-1 
style of most college students 
poses one of the greatest stress! 
ors: poor sleep, poor nutrition, 
not enough opportunities for 
physical exercise,” Mitchel 
said. .,“The second would be 
lack of adequate support and 
resources for those students 
who need help in areas other 
than academics: physical, 
mental, emotional, etc.” ’
Different students will face 
different problems. For exam­
ple, a freshman may deal with 
the stress t>f being away from 
home for the first time, while 
a senior may be trying to cope 
with deciding what to do after 
School,
Attending and working at 
Olivet has given Mitchel some 
insight into what else may help 
student with aeademlc stress.
“Religious schools encour­
age students embrace spiri­
tuality as" a means to Sombat 
and deal with their stress,” she 
Said. {il ’Ye talked with many 
studentswho report that their 
faith has ^ o^% ed  them dur­
ing stress-filled times when 
nothing else did.”
One Olivet student’has fell 
the ¿tifess of the Semester in­
creasing, and attributes relf iflg 
on God to be a reliever.
“I do feel a bit Stressed these 
daysgEspecially this time of 
year:when we only have a 
month left. We still have work 
to do, but we’re so, close to 
being done. So, I feel a little 
stressed about life,” said mass 
communication major Sarah 
Giove. “But, I do find that 
when I spend time with God 
as my first priority, everything 
else goes so much better. It’s 
amazing how a little bit of 
God makes the world easier to 
handle.” ; -
In fact, another student says 
focusing more on her faith 
helped to allefrate; the stress 
that classes and extracurricular 
activities Were creating.
“I had noticed a pattern in
my life where I was continu­
ally stressed and super frus­
trated with my relationship 
with God, I held God account­
able for my despair,” said ju­
nior communications major 
Heather Caldwell.
“I realized that it was I who 
Was packing my schedule so 
full,-',"simply asking God to 
come along for the ride. So, 
I decided to commit to a few 
things; promising myself and 
God that I would be faithful 
to them. My stress level has 
certainly decreased, and to my 
amazement I am able to get 
everything that I need to get 
done but enjoy life at the same 
time.”
Counsenng Center offers grief groups
By Ttacey Wangler
Spiritual Life writer
Loss Sad grief are added 
to m e lis t^ f  stressors many 
students face.'
The better support systeip 
a person has when dealing 
with tfifcii grief, the higher 
the likelihood they will come., 
through okay and be able
to ihaih^irr a healthy level 
of functioning in their life! 
master’s lcyel intern Karen 
Bergin said.
The newly formed group 
running right no* is called 
Grief Share and has a vldeo 
series and workbook tq go 
along with it for those dealing 
with grief.
Olivet’s counseling 
department -is making an 
effort to run grief groups more 
regularly, sUch as die one 
running right now. At this point 
ii| time, Grief Share his four 
members in the group. Grief 
groups normally last serve« 
to eight weeks with groups 
including anywhere, from four
. to twelve people, Bergin says.
Students can grieve from 
many H fflgs, said Bergin. 
The loss of a loved one, loss 
of a pet and the break up of a 
relationship are a few. Some 
iitudents can have just as hard 
a time grieving the divorce 
of their parents as a death of 
a loved one. Some may also
h cm a
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be unfortunate enough to 
experience the lofc of a parent" 
while in college. There are 
unexpected losses;’ such as the 
loss of a friend.
The typical stages of death 
are denial/shock, anger,j
depression, bargaining and 
.acceptance'. These stages are 
fluid. Most people go back 
and forth through these stages 
¡hr one form or another. It 
typically takes a person two 
to three years to fully absorb 
the fact that their loved one is 
gone and is not coming back, 
says Bergin.
Students can become stuck
a stage and not be able 
to process through it. This 
may lead to a lower level of 
functioning. For example! 
a person may be very angry 
about the death of a loved 
one and not be able to let go 
of their anger. When anger is 
allowed to fester, it can lead to 
depression. The person may 
pull back from relationships 
and activities they normally 
enjoy. This can affect grades,
See GRIEF GROUPS» PAGE #8
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Knowing the will of God, knowing God
By Julia Bridges
---------  Spiritual Life writer guess at what it is?
While it is very worthwhile 
It’s something that most, to question and seek to find 
if not all religious people, God’s will|&t is important to 
especially Christians, have remember that ultimately, our 
always wondered about - the goal should be not just to know 
will of God. More specifically, God’s will,buttoactually know 
most of us have probably asked. God. If we focus too much on 
ourselves, “What is God’s will “doing” his will (which i^yery 
for my life?” Curiosity about easy for Christians, as we are 
God’s will might be, in general, always thinking and speaking 
a sense of “Where does God in terms of how w e'“should” 
want history to be going,” or live) we can forget to focus on 
“How should humans relate God himself. There is no 
to one another?” Or, it might amount of knowledge that can 
come Up in certain situations replace the relatix^Mip we ‘ 
such as where, to live, what job need to have with God. And 
to do, or who to marry. no matter how hard we try to
Whether one believes that live according to God’s will, it 
God has a very detailed, exact . will be useless unless we first 
will for each person, or that know him for ourselves;
God is pretty laid back and God desires that we live 
lets his creatures do whatever to please him, itfes, but the 
they want as long as they don^fL first way we please him is 
transgress certain laws', there by getting to know him. The 
always seems to be present most important question i s 5 
a tension about knowing the not, “What is God’s will,1” but 
will of God. After all, God rather^Who is God?” 
is- a great and perfect Being, However, within the greater 
transcendent above humanity, goal of knowing God, it is also 
His will must be the absolute good to seek to know and do 
best thing, with which no his will, 
human will can compare. According to Christian 
But can we truly know what tradition throughout the" ages, 
his will is? Does he reveal it the primary way to learn about 
completely? Does he require God ^  through scripture, 
that we seek it out, or maybe which we believers God’s own 
even keep quiet and make us divinefrevelation to people.
GRIEF GROUPS
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friendships, job functioning, 
participation in sports, extra­
curricular activities, self-care 
etc., said Bergin.
It is normal for a. student fo g  
take time off from school, most 
likely just a semester, after the 
loss of a close loved one, said 
Bergin. Some don’t and try 
to return right away. This is 
difficult, and they will most 
likely find it hard to balance 
^school and their grief.
,“If a student begins to 
withdraw from their life 
for a significant amount of 
time, this would be cause for 
concern. It is important for 
Resident Directors, Resident 
Assistants and the student’s 
Dean and teachers to be 
aware of the loss, so they can 
support the student and take 
Action, such as referring him 
richer for grief counseling,” 
Bergin said. “HdWever, grief 
counseling is always a good 
idea regardless.”
The counseling department 
stresses the fact that if a 
student has a good network of 
friends, they are able to lean on 
them to help get them through 
their grief. If a student does 
not have a good network of 
friends, and if they do not 
have a close family, it is more
difficult for them to process, 
the death arid work through the. 
Stages of grief. The inability 
to share their grief with 
others can trigger depression 
and difficulty in maintaining 
healthy functioning in their 
life, said Bergin.
Losing someone y<?u love is' 
never easy, but having people 
to support you and who allow 
you to talk about the loss and 
offer a shoulder to Cry on, 
make it^asier to manage the 
grief whea.it comes.
Grief is unpredictable and 
cair hit at any time. Bergin 
says anything can trigger it; a 
sound, a smell, a song, etc. It 
is important for th e ; grieving 
person to be able to cry and 
let out their emotions at the#f 
times.
One student knows the pain of 
grief. Junior Heather Thomas 
lost her grandmother.
“For me it came at an 
opportune time because I had 
just been able to see her. It 
made it a little easier to get 
that closure that a lot of people 
don’t get. If was really hard 
to physically see her in that 
state. There were conflicting 
emotions. She was ready, buLl 
was realizing I was never going 
to get to see her,” Thomas said. 
“Death is,hard for me. The 
feeling gets repressed. Seeing 
her made it more real.”
There are countless passages 
of scripture that can give us 
very clear ideas of God’s will.
For example, the Wisdom 
Literature of the Old Testament ■ 
ris a collection of classic 
teachings on how humans 
ought to relate to and live 
before God.
Proverbs 3:5-6 provides 
a foundational principle for 
living according to God’s 
will, “Trust in the Lord with 
all your heart and lean -rijs on 
your own understanding; in all 
your ways acknowledge him ,' 
and he will make your paths 
stra igh t.^
These verses show its that first 
of all, humans are "incapable 
on their own of knowing and 
doing God’s will, and need 
to rely on him fully.
Secondly, regardless of what 
our specific actions might be, 
we are to do them for the Lord, 
and he will make sure we are 
going the right direction. 
God’s will come-down to, in 
part, having the right motives 
and putting our trust in the 
right One.
A similar verse; Proverbs 
16:3, says, „“Commit &L the 
Lord whatever you do, and 
your plans will succeedipP 
Again, the focus seems to 
be on living with the right
intentions and’allowing God to 
make us successful. If we are 
truly seeking to please him, 
then our actions will be in line 
with his will.
This does not mean we 
don’t have to put "any effort 
toward doing God’s will. As 
Christians*! we often pray 
according to the example of 
the Lord’s Prayer saying, “Thy 
will be done, on earth as it is 
in heaven,” How is God’s will 
going to be done on earth if we, 
as his people, are not actively 
doing it?
■ In Ephesians 5:15 and 17 
Paul exhorts us, “Be very 
careful, then, how you livp - 
not as unwise but as wise... do 
not be foolish, but- understand 
what the Lord’s will is.”
Hoiv dp f/e  understand what 
the Lord’s wifi is? Romans 
12:2 may give us a clue when 
it says, “Do not conform any 
longer to the pattern of this 
world, but be transformed by 
the jeiiewing of your mind. 
Then you will be able to test 
and approve what God’sAvill 
isg- his good, pleasing and 
perfect will.”
God’s will is n ^  discerned 
in a one-time reyd&tion of 
knowledge. Rather, we come 
to’ understand God’s will ? 
through process of having
our minds renewed.
While we will always have 
more to learn about God’s will, 
to a certain extent we know it 
already. Ephesians 5:1-2 tells 
us we should “Be imitators of 
God... and live a life of*love, 
just as Chrisf loved us and 
gave himself up for us.”
Just as God made it clear to 
the people of Israel, in Micah 
6:8, we also know that, “He 
has shqwed you, O man, what 
fs good. And what does the 
Lord require of "you? To act 
justly and to love mergiy and to 
walk humbly with your God.’p
The actions of justice and 
mercy, which follow the very 
characteristics ‘of’ God, are 
essential to God Is i will for us. 
To walk with God means that 
we have a real relationship 
with him; we are walking with 
him, one person alongside 
another.
To do so hqmbly m  that we 
are aware of and honest about 
who we are and who God is. 
We are needy humans, unable 
to do hiS will on our own. He? 
is a great God, who wants us to 
trust him, sp he can provide all 
we need to livem jm  good and 
perfect will. •
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Olivet p itcher p lays in M ajor League
Ben Zobrist, once a Tiger baseball player, now a D evil R ays starter
road map to 
the major 
Hogues. On 
opening day 
Zobrist was 
the starting
Bhortstop for 
the Tampa Bay 
Devil Rays, 
not too bad 
Tor an Olivet 
alum.
In the 
2006 "season.
Photo courtesy of ¡vet's Web site Zobrist*: played
for roughly two 
months at the pro level and 
finished the season with a .224 
batting average, 18 RBI’s, 
and twee homeruns. He was' 
acquired by the Devil Ray s in a‘ 
trade during the 2006 AU-Star 
break. Originally from Eureka, 
111., Zobrist put up impressive
By Gary Bishir
Sports writer
Going to ONU for 
three years then transferring to 
Dallas Baptist University is not 
the typical path-taken by most 
pro .baseball players. For Ben 
Zobrist that was the perfect
offensive stats in the minors.
“Coach Johnson 
[Olivet’s baseball coach] knew 
I loved to play baseball and he 
knew my relationship with the 
Lord and thought I would fit in 
well with Olivet’s team,” said 
Zobrist. .
When first stepping 
onto Olivet’s baseball diamond 
as a.Tiger, hie was not just a 
shortstop, but also a pitcher. 
His ability to hurl the baseball 
was utilized in relief situation^. 
The young Devil Ray notched 
■ Six saves for ONU in the 2002- 
03 campaign, which %  good 
for the trios]: Saves in a sjngle 
season at Olivet.
Zobrist played three 
seasons with the Tigers and 
had instant success. After his 
junior year, he was . named 
CCAC Player of the Year,-
NAIA Region VII Player of 
the Year and an NAIA First 
Team All-American.
Following his stellar 
2002-2003 season, ‘ Zobrist 
wanted to know if he could 
play with the best. Between 
his junior and senior ‘ year, 
he transferred to Division I 
school, Dallas Baptist.
Zobrist was a dynamic 
player at the religious school 
in Texas; he was productive in 
the field andjn the batter’s box. 
To finish off his college career, 
he Was named a NCCAA All- 
American shortstop.
His All-American 
status helped him'get selected 
by the Houston Astros in the 
6th round of the 2004 MLB 
draft. Success’ in baseball for 
Zobrist didn’t just stop at the 
collegiate level. He thrived
in the minors as well. Zobrist 
spent three summers in the 
farm system and each year 
advancing one step closer to 
the major leagues. By the time 
he was 25, Zobrist was with 
the Astros’ Double A affiliate, 
Corpus Christi. He was named 
Texas League All-Star that 
season.
On July 12, 2006, 
Zobrist was traded along with 
fellow minor leaguer, Mitch 
Talbot to the Tampa Devil 
Rays. .
“There was no 
indication that me or Mitch 
were going to be traded, so it 
came as a big 'surprise,” said 
Zobrist.
Zobrist said any 
negative feelings that he had
See Zobrist PAGE #10
Men’s tennis team competes for national ranking
ByJ.P.Troglio
Spqrts*writer
The men*'# tennis! 
team is looking to revisit the 
place they were at exactly this 
time last year: Headed Tight® 
back to the NAIA National 
Tournament.
The team haS made the
; same trip for the pqst foilf years 
and is looking to continue that 
tradition of winning with this', 
season. .
“Everyone has stepped 
up and played really; hard,”!  
-Head coach Obie Coomer 
said.
Hofvever, the past few
yjWepks of the season have had 
’some definite setback^ The 
number one singles player for 
the squad, Leandro Viltard, 
has been out for the past three 
w.eeks with an injury.
. • “Its tough to lose your 
number one player like that,’!  
Coomer said:
EARN MONEY AND PREPARE FOR YOUR FUTURE.
Let's get to work.
Visit NationalCity.com/experiençel 10 today.
National City.
NationalC®ora^ ©2007, National City Corporation»
National' City^ Corporation sobsidiaries aflrjpgiiTber banks are Equal Opportunity Employers. 
National City (Joeinot .bine ¡ndividitg^  in f-1 or trainee positions. NationaLCtyfj
requires candidates to submit to pre-employment drug screening.
The team has gone 
2-3 without Leandro, but still 
feels that with their hard work 
and determination they will 
get back into a higher overall 
ranking.
The team igfe currently 
ranked 24' in the nation (NAIA) 
with a 13-3 record overall. The 
team has had victories over 
Indiana Wesleyan and Bethel. 
A recent loss to Aquinas was 
an important one for them as it 
dropped them three spots in the 
national standings. However, ‘ 
Coomer believes that the final 
match this weekend against 
St. Ambrose can really bump 
them into a position to get into 
the tournament.
“It is going to be 
tough right now to get into 
the tournament with the 
ranking that we are at, but it 
is still completely posable. 
We need to secure this match 
on Saturday, and some little 
technical things need to 
happen, but we can definitely 
get in there,” Coomer stated.
Senior and Co-captain 
Arka Mondal is confident that, 
while the team still has room 
to grow, the skill to get them 
where they need to be is there.
“We are a young team, 
but they can really grow into 
great players and really will 
continue to help the team down 
the road,” Mondal stated.
Youngsters . such as 
freshman . Mark Bell have 
made an immediate impact on 
the team’s success this year.
“[Mark] has grown 
into a great player already and
it’s only been one year. He 
could potentially be a great 
leader and guide his team to 
years of winning,” Mondal 
said.' -Y ^  ■ ' T j
Coomer agreed, “He 
is doing extremely well at the 
number two doubles spot with 
Mondal.”
Another player asset 
to the team this season is a 
young man named Uyapo 
Nleya, a red-shirt freshman, 
who will definitely help the 
team out in they ears to come. 
He was a Davis Cup winner 
in his country of Botswana. 
According to Coomer, not only 
will he be a great player for 
the team, but he will also be a 
great help to the other players.
Hector Sanchez, 
Chris Tudor and Co-captain 
Christian Sanchez have all 
stepped up this year and have 
made contributions to the team 
and the. overall drive to the 
nationals. This is thè first time 
Hector Sanchez is playing in 
the top-six line-up.
Mondal believes 
his team , can make it to the 
tournament and will be there 
when it starts in a few weeks.
“We are a very hard 
working team,” he said. 
“They all go out and play with 
everything they have. The 
four years have been a great 
experience and opportunity, 
and I would like nothing better 
than to join this dedicated team 
at the national tournament.”
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Sports outside Olivet Mid-season Invitational
the bubble
S a y  n o  to  m illio n s?
By jimmy Street
Sports columnist
How easy would it be 
for you to pass up a chance to 
sign a contract to play a game 
for millions and millions of 
dollars?
How easy would it be 
to stay in college, to do your 
homework, to drive the same 
car you’ve driven since high 
school if you had that chance?
My answer is not very 
easy at all,
Our society is one 
which ggs driven by how 
big your house is * by how 
expensive your car *s and by 
what your social status makes 
youHand that shows in the 
number of college athletes, that 
are leaving school early to play 
in the NBA.
This year is no 
different.
Kevin Durant .and 
Greg Oden were both front­
runners for the Player of the 
Year this season in college 
basketball, and they were both 
freshmen.
Durant challenged scoring 
records, broke scoring records j 
and carried a Texas team that 
lost two of their best players 
to the draft last season, while 
Oden kept doing what he’s 
been doing since high school 
- winning.
However, in the past 
few weeks, both, phenoms 
have announced that they will 
not follow the "example o f1 
Florida’$! junior iClasSi which 
has declared in unison for the 
draft after deciding to return to
Florida to try for a repeat.
So what is it going 
to take for players to stay in 
college?
The NBA instated 
a rule in 2006 that no longer 
allows players to jump directly 
-from high school to the league, 
but now coaches are left with 
recruiting nightmares when 
they sign the best talent,' 
because after one year, it is 
almost a sure bet that those 
top-tier players will declare 
for the draft.
I’m not saying that 1 think 
players' should be forced to 
remain in college, for four 
years, but 1 think that more 
players should.
When big-time college 
basketball players are . M l 
school; they are living the life. 
Sure, they have to do their , 
homeworkiand pa&iclasses to 
remain eligible,, but seriously, 
let’s think about this.
How- ijefrible of an 
existence must it be to have 
your £|ab on ESPN, to be the 
big man on campus, to know 
that you’re working towards;, 
a professional career that tyill 
leave you filthy rich?
I don’t have a solution^ 
but it is worth a thought. Will; 
the NBA ever force, its players 
to attend college for four years 
before they’re allowed to play 
in the league? Probably not. 
Could average students* like 
my self, ever pass vp the chance 
to be an instant millionaire? 
.Probably not.
I myself, have not used 
my college years to develop 
into a professional athlete. 
Rather, I have used those 
years to make friendships that 
I Will never forget, to gain 
knowledge and develop skiljg 
that will hopefully make me 
a significant figure in either 
radio or journalism.
Are the years of 
memories, and development 
worth enough money s to 
prolong college basketball’s 
best players’ careers by a few 
years?.
Probably not.
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Tiger women's 800, 
meter participants .' 
from left, Cheri 
Hoffman, Bethany 
McCoy and Carmin 
Green, start the race 
in the lead. Green 
finished in first with 
a time of 2.12.06. 
The womeni team 
placed third in their 
home meet on April 
21, behind Marion 
College and Indiana 
Wesleyan Universi­
ty. Photo by 
Denton Hird/Staff
Matt Kelling, junior, 
competes in the 
jcivelin at the home 
meet,on April 21. 
Killing placed 3rd 
in the event behind 
teammate Morgan 
Monagoue who 
'threw his career best 
of 50.97 meters.The 
men's team placed 
second yvith 131.5 
plants behind Taylor 
University who had 
142 points for the day. 
Photo by Denton 
Hird/Staff
At their Mid-season Invitation, the men's team 
came home with four first place finishes, six 
second place finishes, and five'third places 
nshes to give them a second place finish overall. 
FreshmaCJerad Koch, left was one of the first 
place finishers for the team. Koch won the 800 
meter run with a time of 1.56.16, which yvas 
over two whole seconds faster than the second 
place finisher. A few of the other top finishers 
include Kacey Carr, senior, who took first in the 
1500 meter run with a time of 3.59.40, and also 
in the 5000 meter run.There was a technical dif-Jjl 
ficulty with the timing system during the 5000 
meter run so a time was not recorded. Junior 
Alvin Smith was the other first place finisher for 
the team as he ran the 400 meter hurdles with 
a time of 54.36, The men finished their regular 
season with a meet at Hlino&.State University 
on April 28.They wiHdhen move into Christian 
Nationals held at Taylor University on May 4-5. 
Photo by Denton Hird/Staff
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ZOBRIST
CONTINUED FROM PAGE #9
about’being traded, vanished. 
When it was made clear to him 
that he would be assigned to’ 
Tampa Bay’s Triple A team, 
it was the ■ last step before 
the pros. Zobrist was on 
the Durham Bulls for only 
17 days. He wais* called up 
July 31, 2006 and was; in the 
clubhouse the next day. Tampa 
Bay wasted no time utilizing 
the talents of. the sure handed 
shortstop. August , 1, 2006 not 
only marked Inis'1 first day with 
the team, but as a major league 
starter.
- *It was very shocking 
to see my name in the starting 
lineup of a major league team,” 
said Zobrist.
In his first game, he:, 
went 0 for 4. It didn’t take 
Zobrist too long to make the ■ 
big plays he was so accustomed 
to in college and in the minors. 
Five days after' his major 
league debut, he hit his first 
homerun against the Boston 
Red Sox. Later in the game he 
hit a double to tie it up. The 
Devil Ray’s went onto, win that 
contest in extraftinings,^.
The starting shortstop 
is not letting an inflated 
paycheck or his name on a 
baseball card disrupt his true 
focus. God’s hand has been
on this'entire process, Zobrist 
Said. He added that to look at 
the odds of a ball player that 
went to Olivet to make it to 
majors is justmstoriishing.
Anytime Coach 
■Johnson gets to talk to his 
•former slugger Zobrist, the 
advice he giveS is usually the 
same but is tim eles& .|i^^
. : v ‘I  always encourage 
him to Stay in the Word and 
have a strong prayer life” :said 
Coach Johnson.
Zobrist agreed with
this.
“Too often time’s  guys 
are put on a pedestal, because 
.tye are on T.V., but really the 
honor needs to go to God,” he 
said.
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Days go by: Senior reflections of ONU
W ith g ra d u a tio n  loom ing, sen io rs reca ll sp ec ia l m em ories
By Gary Bishfr
.Class of 2007
As I cross the stage 
to . get my diploma, I will 
be looking forward to- my
I’ve had a reoccurring 
conversation • with many 
of my graduating peers, a 
conversation that usually boils- 
down to this: “Do you regret 
your choice t$j$tudy at O liv e t^  
My answer
always?!. “No.”
Although^ the word 
“no”' is more 'complicated 
than^lts two lettefs suggest 
NaturallySj Olivet has not 
always been ideal $s far as an 
undergraduate education goes. 
There - were many courses! 
that were jri disastrous vwtste 
of time. live had professors 
that were lazy . gjL the 
student® rv e  met' students 
that were as incompetent? 
as .the squirrels in the quad.
By Brad Krohe
.Class bf 2007
future, but I also can’t help to 
take a look back.
I started Olivet in 
August of 2003 and I wasn’t 
too happy about the. whole 
ordeal. For whatever reason, 
I felt like I wasn’t going to 
fit in. For thè first few days, 
I had a feeling that Olivet 
Wasn’t the place for me.
I will never forget 
one day at dinner I scanned 
the cafeteria to see if there, 
'was anyone I knew who was 
eating, I didn’t see any familiar
But these are all factors 
that most undergraduates 
would say about any school.
Then I wonder if 
my complaints about the 
•: coursework , at . Olivet are 
- specifically applicable to the 
^school or. the idea of liberal arts 
m'general? Would I find myself 
making the same criticisms 
about a much larger liberal arts 
university? Indeed, I’ve found 
;spme of the general education 
courses quite stimulating. 
Biology, for example, 
jiwas unique and certainly 
broadened my perspective.
| | |  also ponder ¿ife my 
aspersion^ towards my peers 
are somewhat unfounded. 
While-there certainly are some
As of late, people 
ask me if college has made 
ihe a different person. 5 don’t 
think It has, but it did change 
me. L; think college merely,, 
refined and shaped the person 
I already! had the potential 
to be. The educations the 
experience^-simply pulled ,and 
stretched all the raw material 
of me, and further solidified 
and greeted my person, The
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faces so I just' sat by myself.
I heard a voice from the table 
across from me, “Hey would 
you like to : $it with us?”
At this point, I was just 
happy someone acknowledged 
my existence and I took the 
invite to,sit with three other 
freshmen. The four of u | |  
had a good conversation and 
they even invited me to do 
something later that night. I 
had ah epiphany. Not everyone 
at Olivet was a weirdo and my 
college experience could be a
. . .  eccentrics at this school! 
surely that must be common 
at any institution. In fact, the 
larger schools probably breed 
more weirdoes than the small 
Universities'. The ratio is just 
much tighter at a small Christian 
institution, which makes the .
. . eccentrics harder to avoid; 
Concomitantly, I’ve met some 
of the most intelligent, funny, 
and inspiring people I’ve 
ever encountered at ONU.
Regardless of its 
shortcomings; Olivet has made 
me thé person I am and led me 
to where I am today. I lookback 
at my accomplishments at this; 
university, p id  they- are some 
that I would boast proudly 
anywhere to anyone. Olivet has
<^ci§jdn: to attend pdllege,^ 
let alone Olivet, was almost 
a whim. Education wasn’.t 
really pushed in my family. I 
»could have gone anywhere and 
epded up anyone, probably 
on the lower ends of those 
respective spectrums. There is 
a high probability I would have 
become some hapless socio- 
emotional refugee, fleeing from 
a world too jadpd fofjps own 
good, full of strange games that 
dampen the spirit, numb the 
mind, cheapen the body and 
drown the senses. Ultimately, 
l ean say college gave me the
great adventure. But one thing 
had to change: my attitude. 
Only a week into my college 
career, I didn’t know how 
important that dinner was to 
me. I made a cohscious effort 
to make the most out of my 
Olivet experience. Later on in 
my college career, I tried to be 
involved as much as possible! 
making Ollies Follies videos, 
running for class council! 
and mangling people in Tiger 
Championship Wrestling.
•The girl who invited
given me the chance to study in 
Oxford and do graduate work 
on Samuel Beckett’lTWaiting 
for Godot.” I performed 
with an energetic and ever­
growing improv troupe, acted 
jn numerous plays, and the 
English department has taught 
me how to write professionally 
as well as gracefully.
So I find most of my 
criticisms to be insignificant. 
Could I have had better 
opportunities -at any other 
¿.school or been better educated? 
Maybe. We have to embrace 
our pasts, not as mistakes, but 
as- means to the individuals 
we’ve become. Let the 
future be full of dream# the 
past void of regrets and the
much-needed confidence to 
face the world and myself.
An important part of 
that whole process was the 
exposure Olivet allotted me. 
For really the first time in 
my life, I encountered people 
who 7 hadn’t been brought 
up in a ruralj midwestem 
setting. I ¡¿ s^tudied under 
Wonderful professors who not 
only introduced me- to new 
concepts, but also showed me 
a side of the world. I had only 
read about. I was introduced 
to a larger idea of Christianity 
and’ God,v With all its joyous
me over to sit with them was 
Liz Hilger, a friend who I 
talk to on a regular basis. One 
other I person I met at dinner 
that night was Andrew Jones. 
Who is now my roommate and 
a dear friend. This upcoming 
December I am proud to say 
I will be standing up in his 
wedding as a groomsman.
It’s funny to 
think what an impact a 
bit of kindness can have.
By Matt McMahan
Class of 2007
present full of momentum.
Olivet has given me an 
Insatiable thirst for momentum, 
for learning and forlpve. Why 
would I regret coming here?
mysteries and frustrating 
conundrums. Completely 
unaccustomed,, I interacted 
with the opposite gender; 
sometimes with success, other 
times $?ith painful tragedy ... 
or comedic catastrophe. I met 
wonderful friends who were... 
well, friends. Some will be with 
me long after next weekend, 
while others were merely there 
for a season;' circumstance 
and direction dictated that we 
go separate ways, but for a 
period of time we shared and
See Brad Krohe> PAGE #111
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Senior reflections (continued from page 11)
As a biology major 
at ONU, I have had a myriad 
of experiences that have 
shaped the person I am 
today. I have enjoyed the 
department . '  academically^ 
socially' and spiritually.
Academically, ' the 
department has expanded my 
knowledge and stretched my 
abilities with its demanding 
courses and laboratory
experiences. The self- 
(fisffipline the curriculum
requires is a valuable skill 
I will take with me into my 
future studies. Socially^- 
the biology department 
provided a framework for the
effortless- forging of lifelong 
friendships. Driven by the 
extensive amount of time we 
are trapped in the basement,; 
our common stresses, and 
shared passions, the biology 
majors at - ONU always'' 
find close relationships.
Times spent“studying” 
often included events like 
lab chair race® hamburger 
grilling.in the computer lab 
and surprise birthday parties 
at 2 a.m. “Research” ranged* 
from flinging cat parts, to 
‘informed’ peer and self 
diagnoses, to laughing about 
Para-film induced fire alarmsj 
or falling over in a harvested
cornfield. Even when our 
activities were serious|| the 
support and camaraderie in 
this department is unmatched, 
and to m ejl cherished.
The spiritual
enrichment gained from 
studies in biology . is 
unique. The difficult schedule 
and seemingly impossible 
long-term goals mapped 
out for a biology major lead 
them to the one where they, 
can truly find rest and help. I 
cannot count the number of?; 
times that prayer has pulled 
me the through a : sleepless' 
night pr an overwhelming day. 
My accomplishments are not*
without the help, provision^ 
planning and blessings of 
the Lord. My inadequacies, 
however, are overcome by my 
willingness to follow his call 
and faith to trust him foists 
successful completion. Not 
only have I learned to depend 
on the Lord, but also jny cÉsses- 
have taught me to marvel at his 
amazingly complex, perfect 
and intricate creation! It 
is truly indescribable.
My experience here is 
actually quite inexpressible as 
well. This brief paragraph does 
not do justice to the four years I_ 
have spent changing, growing, i 
learning and laughing. The
By Julie Monroe
Class of 2007
commitment this department 
and its’ professors have to 
education, excellence and 
personal development is- 
unparalleled and a blessing 
to all who experience it,-. I 
am confident that I have been 
"well prepared for my future.
Glim m erGlass requests feedback
By Jonathan Swigart
. Assistant Editor
With graduation only 
days away and the semester 
coming to a Close, the Glim* 
merGldsS is allò makingsps fi­
nal appearance for thé semester.
Similar to recent, 
years, the GlimmerGlass wil® 
have a new éditorial staff in 
fall, ready to bring you infor­
mation about the campus'and 
community life around you. 
However, that isn’t enough. 
As the Student newspaper of 
Olivet, it is our duty to be an 
outlet for you all: The stu­
dents- - undergrad and gradu­
ate, the professore, the admin­
istrators and thè staffers. You 
are the ones who read what we 
write and you are the afidi- 
enee that we are here to serve.
Additionally, I would 
like to extend an invi.ta.tion 
to those of you who are part 
of the university body to 
take advantage of this news­
paper. Let us know what i&j 
concerning^you on this cam­
pus or in the community that 
surrounds, and Supports us.
I encourage those ofij 
you with^something to say to 
write letters to the editor voic­
ing your concern, your criti­
cism or perhaps your accolades*) 
Let us know are doing
and what we; can do to makd| 
this paper something that you, 
the student^ are proud to have 
as your campus news source.
Another outlet* that 
we are working towards im­
proving for your benefit is; our 
website: glimmerglass.offiet. 
edu. We would like to provide 
acce&sgLto campus news that 
updates yveekly and is acces­
sible to you right from your 
desk in your dorm, your apart­
ment or even your home. Our 
goal is to have content avail- 
ablejj&ia the website that isn’t 
available in the print vereion
along with online editions of 
our print stories. Again,
"we work towards thi|§ goal,
. we will want your input as to 
what you would like to see.
I know that there 
are those of you who want 
to see news that reaches be­
yond the events^ beyond the ‘ 
l® ab^^at many of yon are a 
part of and take a look at real 
¡fissues that we deal With iev-i
eryday. Let us be the voice 
to your campus-community 
that you expect us to be.
There is more to the 
OlfoM campus than meets the 
eye that I kno\|smany of you 
wish . people would notice. 
Let this be your invitation to 
make sure that notice is taken. 
Send letters, send emails, stop 
by and talk to fifti, Weffiantip 
kn^^W hat.i®m j|||||m ind .
BRAD KROHE
cCONTINUFD FROM PACT 11
Looking back on the 
whole thing, I sometimes 
wonder if Tshould say goodbye 
or good riddance. Either way, it 
was good for what it wastSome 
things were hard, some were 
easy, and those^ lesson% will 
carry me the rest of my life. 
And that is that.
m eineké
car care center
RIGHTISERVICEI
BOURBONNAIS
594 WiÜlam Latham Drive
1815 - 935-8640
g  (Correr of Latham Dr. & Convent Dr.' 
1=1^ 145^ 2^ , across from Wendy’s & Walgreens)
Specials For 
Students and 
Faculty
TIRED OF EATING THE 
SAME OLD FAST FOOD?
Ì.
Have a Grinder. It'll Leave You 
Pickin'Your Teeth & 
Rubbin'Your Belly!
fANCINO’^
PIZZA & GRINDERS
g 0 T T A  G R A B  A  GRiND£f(
Evening Delivery Available 
7 Days a Week!
•ONRT.50
IN FRONT OF WAL-MART 
936-9393
ON KENNEDY
ACROSS FROM PERRY FARM 
935-72Ò0
$5 OFF OIL CHANGE
Discount applies to regular retail pacing. 
One Coupon Per Vehicle
$10 OFF ANY SERVICE OVER $100
Discount applies to regular retail pricing. 
Not valid on toe sale of tires and batteries. 
One Coupon Per Vehicle
Valid at Melneke Bourbonnats, IL location. Not vaBd with any other offer or warranty work. Must present valid Student or Faculty identification.
Sony, not valid on previous sales.
UEäO
-123 7 8»
JOHN «
f lig h t  **nrte* . WfH*
90 D a y sln te re st Free* 
M inim um  M onthly  
Paym ent Required
Shuttle Service Available 
FREE Undercar 
Inspection & Estimate
Visit www.meineke.com for 
fijtïore valuable coupon offers.
Open Mon • Sat 7:30 am to 6:00 pm
Finance charges w aived on qualifying Prom otional C red it P lan  purchases that are paid In fu ll w ith in 90 days. 
MINIMUM M O NTHLY PAYM ENTS REQ U IRED . R egu lar ra le : 21.84 APR- Delinquency Rate; 24.84%  A P R . • 
M inim um  finance charge: $1.00. C FN A  reserves the right to  change A PR , fees and other term s unilateral^ . 
Subject to  cred it approval. See store fo r deta ils. © M C C C I2006
